Background
==========

In addition to excessive cellular proliferation, solid tumors typically elicit irregular angiogenesis resulting in structurally abnormal and leaky vascular structures. The passive mechanism termed "enhanced permeability and retention" (EPR) effect[@b1-ijn-8-3603],[@b2-ijn-8-3603] takes advantage of this situation by enabling systemically administered nanoparticles sized 10--400 nm to preferentially extravasate from the vasculature into the interstitial space of solid tumors. Additional factors contributing to nanoparticle pharmacodynamics and cytotoxicity include size, surface charge and morphology.[@b3-ijn-8-3603],[@b4-ijn-8-3603] These properties are typically tailored to design systems that exhibit optimal tumor tissue uptake. Drugs delivered via nanoparticles can thus increase treatment effectiveness while reducing systemic toxicity.

In particular, gold nanoparticles have shown promise in cancer treatment. Bulk gold itself is an inert material, though nanoparticles smaller than 5 nm in diameter have documented cytotoxic properties.[@b5-ijn-8-3603],[@b6-ijn-8-3603] Larger particles have demonstrated little cytotoxicity, depending on the surface charge. Cationic particles can be more cytotoxic at lower concentrations compared to anionic nanoparticles, which has been attributed to electrostatic interactions of the positively-charged particles with negatively-charged cell membranes.[@b7-ijn-8-3603] Surface coatings of poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) can effectively hide the nanoparticles from the immune system, further lowering systemic toxicity.[@b3-ijn-8-3603],[@b6-ijn-8-3603]

However, heterogeneity in blood flow due to irregular angiogenesis and vascular remodeling at the tumor site promote tissue hypoxia and thus cell quiescence, presenting a physical barrier to cell-cycle dependent chemotherapeutics delivered by nanocarriers.[@b8-ijn-8-3603]--[@b10-ijn-8-3603] Inadequate vascularization leads to further impediments that hinder optimal treatment, including insufficient drug dosages due to abnormally long inter-vascular diffusion distances, as well as disturbed convection and diffusion of molecules (such as glucose and oxygen) and nanoparticles in the interstitium,[@b8-ijn-8-3603],[@b11-ijn-8-3603]--[@b13-ijn-8-3603] as has recently been explored through intravital microscopy and mathematical modeling.[@b11-ijn-8-3603],[@b14-ijn-8-3603] Cancerous tissue can contain almost twice the volume of interstitial space compared to normal tissue;[@b8-ijn-8-3603],[@b13-ijn-8-3603] an abundance of extracellular matrix proteins along with an increased interstitial pressure may further inhibit nanoparticle delivery and drug diffusion in under-vascularized tumor regions.[@b8-ijn-8-3603],[@b13-ijn-8-3603],[@b15-ijn-8-3603] These physical barriers, coupled with intrinsic resistance mechanisms at the cell-scale, often cause cancer drug therapies to fail. Recently, engineering and physics-based approaches are being applied to help tackle these challenges in cancer treatment.[@b16-ijn-8-3603]

Estimates of nanoparticle distribution in 3D tissue have been previously obtained in collagen gels[@b17-ijn-8-3603] as well as in 3D cell culture.[@b18-ijn-8-3603],[@b19-ijn-8-3603] Gold nanoparticle accumulation was shown to be size dependent, suggesting that particles \~20 nm or smaller had superior penetration abilities compared to larger particles.[@b18-ijn-8-3603] For example, particles \<10 nm were able to better penetrate breast cancer tumor spheroids representing avascular tumor tissue than larger particles, which has also been confirmed in vivo.[@b19-ijn-8-3603] It has been shown that while larger polymeric micelles distribute within hypervascularized tumors, only sub-100 nm particles were able to meaningfully penetrate hypoxic tumors.[@b20-ijn-8-3603] However, smaller particles (\<0 nm) are not as useful for drug delivery compared to larger nanoparticles, since they are typically unaffected by the EPR effect and are thus less targeted.[@b19-ijn-8-3603] Previous studies have shown cellular uptake of both smaller citrate gold nanoparticles and larger silica gold nanoshells, with enhanced cellular uptake of the smaller particles.[@b21-ijn-8-3603]--[@b23-ijn-8-3603]

In this study we examine the uptake of functionalized silica gold nanoshells into a 3-dimensional (3D) cell culture (spheroid) model as a first step to represent avascular liver, lung, and pancreatic tumor tissue. In addition to the nanoshells, citrate gold nanoparticles were investigated for comparison. Cells aggregate in 3D culture to create avascular nodules with the production of extracellular matrix components and the establishment of diffusion gradients of oxygen, glucose, and nanoparticles.[@b9-ijn-8-3603] Experiments with 3D cell cultures have previously helped to analyze the effect of under-vascularization on particle and drug delivery.[@b18-ijn-8-3603],[@b24-ijn-8-3603] Here, particle surfaces were functionalized by a process consisting of either two or three layers to optimize uptake into tumor tissue. Two layer particles were synthesized with an inner layer of alkanethiol and an outer layer of phosphatidylcholine (PC), a type of phospholipid that is a major component of biological membranes.[@b25-ijn-8-3603] In order to further optimize tumor uptake, active targeting was promoted by adding a layer of high density lipoprotein (HDL), since the HDL receptor is mainly expressed by liver and cancer cells, thus creating a three layered particle. Size, zeta potential, and morphology were optimized, and the uptake and distribution were compared to the performance of PEGylated nanoparticles.

Methods
=======

Synthesis of citrate gold nanoparticles
---------------------------------------

Particles were synthesized using the method in which gold chloroauric acid is reduced by trisodium citrate.[@b26-ijn-8-3603] In this process, 2.2--2.4 mL 1% weight/volume (wt/v) citrate (Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and 200 mL 0.01% wt/v HAuCl~4~ (Alfa Aesar, Ward Hill, MA, USA) are mixed and heated to boiling, which promotes the reaction of sodium citrate to citric acid. Once the reaction is completed, the solution is concentrated using a rotovapor (Buchi Rotovapor System, BÜCHI Labortechnik AG, Flawil, Switzerland) to \~20 mL before the addition of layering to the particles.

Synthesis of silica gold nanoshells
-----------------------------------

Particles have an inner core composed of silica with an outer coating of gold. Synthesis follows the Stöber method,[@b27-ijn-8-3603]--[@b29-ijn-8-3603] which consists of four stages: production of small gold seeds, fabrication of monodispersed silica cores, attachment of gold to the seeds, and gold shell growth. The gold colloid solution is created using the recipe from Duff et al.[@b30-ijn-8-3603] Growth of the silica cores requires the combination of 7.5 mL tetraethyl-orthosilicate (Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA), 225 mL absolute ethanol (Decon Labs, King of Prussia, PA, USA), and 12.5--13.5 mL ammonia (Sigma Aldrich).[@b31-ijn-8-3603] Ammonia is adjusted to achieve silica core sizes 110 ± 5 nm. After removal of the paraffin cover and evaporation of the ammonia, the cores are coated with 3%--4% aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES; Sigma Aldrich). Once the seeds are washed, the 10% gold solution is added. After reaction time, the seeds are washed and redispered in DI water. The seeds are diluted to 0.3--0.5 optical density (OD) at 530 nm (Varian Cary 50 Bio UV-Visible Spectrometer, McKinley Scientific, Sparta, NJ, USA). A sweep of the seeds is performed to optimize the chemical ratio between them, K~2~CO~3~-HAuCl~4~, and formaldehyde (Fisher Scientific).

Particle functionalization
--------------------------

The first layer applied to the citrate gold nano particles was Hexadecanethiol (Sigma Aldrich) dissolved in ethanol.[@b32-ijn-8-3603] While stirring, 20 mL pure ethanol (Decon Labs) was placed in a beaker with 60 μL 1-Hexadecanethiol being added secondly. The nanoparticles were added to the sample slowly over the next few minutes. The sample was first agitated for 20 minutes, then placed for 12 hours on an orbital rocker (Boekel Scientific, Feasterville, PA, USA). The sample was spun down and the pellet was washed twice and resuspended in chloroform (Sigma Aldrich). The second functionalization was the addition of the phosphatidylcholine (PC). The stock solution was made by diluting phosphatidylcholine in chloroform, and 100 μL were added to the particles after the thiol layer and allowed to set overnight on an orbital rocker. The solutions were transferred to glass tubes and the chloroform evaporated at ambient temperature. This process completed the two layered particles, referred to as citrate gold/thiol/phosphatidylcholine (C~AU~/TL/PC) and nanoshell/thiol/phosphatidylcholine (NS/TL/PC). The three layered particles, referred to as C~AU~/TL/PC/LP and NS/TL/PC/LP, were created by optimizing the ratio HDL to paticle optical density, and allowed to react overnight.

PEGylation is considered a common form of surface modification for delivering nanoparticles into cancerous tissue, thus we created PEGylated nanoparticles (C~AU~/PEG, citrate gold/PEGylated, and NS/PEG, gold nanoshell/PEGylated) to compare the efficacy of the synthesized two and three layer nanoparticles. To prepare PEGylated nanoparticles, 2,000 molecular weight (MW) PEG was added at a molar ratio of 2,500:1. The solution was allowed to react overnight on the rocker. Excess PEG was removed by centrifuging the particles at 13,000 × g for 20 minutes. The pellet was resuspended in phosphate buffered saline (PBS). It is well documented that PEGylated particles will stay in circulation longer than non-PEGylated particles.[@b33-ijn-8-3603] To create the PEGylated particles, both citrate gold nanoparticles and silica gold nanoshells were incubated with 2,000 MW PEG overnight and then centrifuged to separate the particles.

Particle characterization
=========================

Nanoparticle identity was verified as follows: (1) Maximum absorption wavelengths were obtained using the Varian Cary 50 Bio UV-Visible Spectrometer (McKinley Scientific); (2) size and zeta potential measurements were obtained using the Zeta-Sizer Nanoseries ZS90 (Malvern Instruments, Worcestshire, UK); (3) shape and size were determined using a Zeiss Supra 35VP (Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) scanning electron microscope (SEM); (4) presence of lipids on the particle cores was confirmed using a Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) instrument (Perkin Elmer Spectrum BX; Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA, USA) and through visual analysis using the SEM.

Cell culture and particle experiments
-------------------------------------

Human lung adenocarcinoma (A-549) and liver hepatocellular carcinoma (HEPG2) cells were maintained in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium (Sigma Aldrich) with 10% fetal bovine serum and 1% penicillin--streptomycin--glutamine solution in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO~2~ at 37°C. Pancreatic adenocarcinoma (S2VP10) cells were maintained with RPMI 1640 medium (Cellgro, Corning Inc.) in similar conditions. All cells were grown to 80% confluence before 3D cell culture formation. Using 24 well ultra-low attachment plates (Corning Inc., Corning, NY, USA), 100,000 cells were placed in each well and lightly shaken for \~15 minutes. Tumor spheroid formation occurred by self-aggregation after 7--14 days of incubation. Spheroids typically measured between 0.5 and 2 mm in diameter, though the S2VP10 cells produced smaller, grape-like structures. Spheroids were incubated with 40 μL particles at 25 OD for 6 hours before being washed with PBS.

3D cell culture cryosectioning and creation of tissue slides
------------------------------------------------------------

3D cell cultures were placed in cryomolds made of tissue freezing medium. Samples were allowed to set for 2 hours, and then sectioned at 5 μm using a Leica CM1860 Cryostat (Leica Microsystems, Solms, Germany). Sectioned spheroids were then fixed onto Superfrost Plus microscope slides (Fisher Scientific). Successful fixation was determined via bright-field microscopy. Excess media was removed by soaking with 30% neutral buffered formalin for 1 minute. Slides were washed in deionized water prior to analysis. All experiments were done in triplicate.

Particle detection using Silver Enhancement Stain
-------------------------------------------------

Slides were placed in cold acetone (Fisher Scientific) for 30 seconds, then allowed to dry for 1 minute. Slides were placed in 10% formalin buffer (Sigma Aldrich) for 3 minutes, then washed two times with deionized water and allowed to dry for 5 minutes. The silver enhancement solution was prepared by mixing 1 mL/slide Silver Enhancement Stain A along with 1 mL/slide Silver Enhancement Stain B (Sigma Aldrich). The two solutions were mixed in a 50 mL tube and vortexed for 10--15 seconds. The combined solution (2 mL) was added to each slide and allowed to react for 6 minutes. After the reaction time, the solution was washed two times using deoinized water. Slides were analyzed using NIS Elements AR and an Accuscope 3032 inverted light microscope. Region of interest (ROI) intensity measurements were recorded for both stained and unstained samples.

### Particle detection using hyperspectral imaging

The CytoViva Hyperspectral Imaging System (CytoViva Inc., Auburn, AL, USA) was used to locate nanoparticles within sections of 3D cell cultures. A Dage camera with the dark field microscope was used to obtain images highlighting the nanoparticles. Particle presence was confirmed using hyperspectral imaging, with data analysis performed using ENVI 4.8 and ImageJ (Exelis Visual Information Solutions, Boulder, CO, USA). Using the software, linear (0--255) enhancement was applied and the z-profile library was used to detect single nanoparticles within 3D cell cultures. ROIs were determined and particles within these regions were counted to determine concentration in various tumor areas. The number of particles decreased from the periphery towards the center; accordingly, measurements from 10 to 50 μm from the tumor periphery were taken to determine spatial distribution of particles into the tumor spheroids.

Statistical analysis
--------------------

Analyses used the two tailed Student's *t*-test with significant values being less than 0.05. Statistically significant results are illustrated with an asterisk in [Figure 5](#f5-ijn-8-3603){ref-type="fig"}.

Results
=======

Nanoparticle characterization
-----------------------------

Silica gold nanoshell and citrate gold particles were layered with either two or three layers ([Figure 1](#f1-ijn-8-3603){ref-type="fig"}) to promote enhanced penetration into 3D cell cultures of various cancer cell lines, while comparing their penetration and diffusion capabilities to previously designed PEGylated nanoparticles. Nanoparticles were characterized with ultraviolet (UV)-visible (UV-Vis) absorbance spectroscopy, zeta potential analysis, dynamic light scattering (DLS), scanning electron microscopy, and FTIR to ensure proper particle formation and modification.

Optical and charge measurements ([Figure 2](#f2-ijn-8-3603){ref-type="fig"}) indicated that the surface modifications were successful. Prepared citrate gold nanoparticles ([Figure 2A](#f2-ijn-8-3603){ref-type="fig"}) had a peak absorbance between 533--541 nm ([Table 1](#t1-ijn-8-3603){ref-type="table"}), which is consistent with previous work.[@b34-ijn-8-3603] Silica-gold nanoshells ([Figure 2B](#f2-ijn-8-3603){ref-type="fig"}) exhibited peak absorbance between 820--860 nm ([Table 1](#t1-ijn-8-3603){ref-type="table"}), which is typical for nanoshells having 110 nm diameter silica cores and a \~15 nm gold coating.[@b35-ijn-8-3603] The spectra displayed minute amounts of noise at higher wavelengths, which is expected for silica gold nanoshells.[@b36-ijn-8-3603] Nanoshells demonstrated ideal optical properties for near-infrared (NIR) application,[@b37-ijn-8-3603],[@b38-ijn-8-3603] though such experiments were not included in the scope of this work.

In order to verify particle surface modifications, the zeta potential was measured ([Figure 2C](#f2-ijn-8-3603){ref-type="fig"} and [2D](#f2-ijn-8-3603){ref-type="fig"}). Modification with PC and thiol resulted in more highly negatively charged particles compared to PEGylated particles. Conversely, high-density lipoprotein caused the zeta potential to become more positively charged when compared to PEGylated particles, but still yields slightly negatively charged particles. PEGylated citrate gold nanoparticles exhibited a zeta potential of −9 mV, while the two layer citrate gold nanoparticles had a zeta potential of −20 mV and the three layer citrate gold nanoparticles had −2 mV Gold nanoshells generally exhibited higher surface charge than citrate gold nanoparticles, which is consistent with the larger size of the nanoshells. PEGylated nanoshells had a zeta potential of −18 mV, two layer nanoshells measured a zeta potential of −29 mV, and three layer nanoshells had a zeta potential of −6.8 mV These results are in agreement with previous studies.[@b39-ijn-8-3603]--[@b41-ijn-8-3603]

To ensure the presence of surface modifications, FTIR spectroscopy was performed ([Figure 3](#f3-ijn-8-3603){ref-type="fig"}). PEGylated nanoparticles exhibited C--O--C stretch of the PEG ether \~1050 cm^−1^ and vibration \~1350 cm^−1^, along with --CH~2~ and --CH~3~ bending vibrations around \~1450 cm^−1^. This stretch is smaller than previously reported [@b42-ijn-8-3603] possibly due to the addition of PEG onto the silica-core nanoshells. Two layer nanoparticles with an outer layer of phosphatidylcholine exhibited PO~4~^3−^ group vibrations between \~820--1000 cm^−1^, C--O--C stretch \~1100 cm^−1^, with the largest band corresponding to the asymmetric and symmetric --CH~2~ (2880 cm^−1^) and --CH~3~ (2950 cm^−1^) stretch and vibration, respectively. For HDL coated nanoparticles, the asymmetric and symmetric --CH~2~ (2880 cm^−1^) and --CH~3~ (2950 cm^−1^) stretch and vibration are still shown along with C=O from the lipid ester \~1750 cm^−1^, amide bonds between 1600--1700 cm^−1^, and a phospholipid P=O~2~ stretch \~1250 cm^−1^. The two and three layers exhibited overlap in their spectra due to the layering process of the surface modifications.

SEM was used to determine particle size and morphology ([Figure 4](#f4-ijn-8-3603){ref-type="fig"}). Nanoparticle shape has been demonstrated to influence particle uptake into tissues.[@b6-ijn-8-3603] Gold nanoshells, and for the most part citrate gold nanoparticles, were spherical, which is desirable to produce optimal optical properties for potential NIR treatments. PEGylated gold nanoshells ([Figure 4A](#f4-ijn-8-3603){ref-type="fig"}) had spherical morphology and were \~150--170 nm in diameter. The influence of hydrodynamic size plays a large role in how nanoparticles will act in vivo. DLS values were determined for each type of particle with varying sizes similar to those depicted by SEM ([Table 1](#t1-ijn-8-3603){ref-type="table"}). To ensure decreased aggregation before DLS analysis, particles were sonicated and mixed thoroughly.

Citrate gold nanoparticles were much smaller than nanoshells ([Figure 4](#f4-ijn-8-3603){ref-type="fig"}), measuring \~50 nm in diameter. Aggregation was more prevalent with citrate gold nanoparticles, as evidenced by the PEGylated particles. This aggregation is due to the decreased zeta potential of citrate gold nanoparticles when compared to the gold nanoshells. Addition of hexadecanethiol and PC is estimated to add \~5--7 nm to the diameter of the gold nanoparticles due to the size of PC (\~2.5--3.0 nm and --thiol \~2.5 nm),[@b43-ijn-8-3603],[@b44-ijn-8-3603] while HDL is estimated to add \~10 nm due to the size of this molecule.[@b45-ijn-8-3603]

Nanoparticle penetration in 3D cell cultures
--------------------------------------------

In order to determine particle penetration and distribution into 3D cell cultures, ROI measurements were taken at the periphery and center of the spheroid sections using silver enhancement staining ([Figure S1](#SD1-ijn-8-3603){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This staining is commonly used for nanoparticle detection.[@b46-ijn-8-3603] We also evaluated the samples using hyperspectral imaging with dark field microscopy.[@b47-ijn-8-3603] Results (ROI intensity) were measured between unstained and stained samples. Differences between the samples were extracted in order to obtain particle accumulation in the 3D cell cultures.

For all three cell lines, the two and three layer silica gold nanoshells staining exhibited higher ROI intensity values than the PEGylated counterpart ([Figure 5](#f5-ijn-8-3603){ref-type="fig"}). For the HEPG2 cells, the two layer nanoshells presented ROI intensity values that were statistically the same between periphery and interior, indicating uniform distribution into the tissue. This particle type had an ROI intensity nearly two times that of the three layer and three times that of the PEGylated particles ([Figure 5A](#f5-ijn-8-3603){ref-type="fig"}). The two layer citrate gold particles had a peripheral ROI intensity that was almost two times that of the interior, indicating a steep diffusion gradient into the 3D cell culture. In contrast, the three layer citrate gold particles exhibited similar intensities between periphery and interior at lower values than the silica gold nanoshells, suggesting uniform yet poorer penetration. The PEGylated particles had higher ROI intensity at the periphery than the interior while showing the lowest particle uptake. It should be noted that ROI intensity differences for the HEPG2 cell line were higher than both the A549 and S2VP10 cell lines, suggesting an increased amount of particles present in the HEPG2 tumors regardless of particle type.

The ROI intensities for the A549 cell line indicated an increased accumulation of two layer compared to PEGylated silica gold nanoshells ([Figure 5B](#f5-ijn-8-3603){ref-type="fig"}). The two layer particle had higher penetration but with more of a differential between periphery and tumor interior compared to the three layer case. The three layer citrate gold particle exhibited higher ROI and more uniform values compared to the other citrate gold cases.

The S2VP10 cell line presented approximately two times the ROI intensity values at the periphery for both two and three layer silica gold nanoshells compared to the PEGylated case ([Figure 5C](#f5-ijn-8-3603){ref-type="fig"}), although the three layer had \~50% higher values than the two layer in the interior. Both two and three layer silica nanoshell and citrate gold particles had significantly higher ROI in the interior than the PEGylated particles, indicating increased particle penetration. The two and three layer citrate gold particles presented similar ROI intensity values between periphery and interior compared to the PEGylated case, suggesting a more uniform particle distribution.

Modified particles within the sectioned tumor spheroids were observable in the images captured via dark-field microscopy. The particles reflected the light, displaying sharp contrast with the surrounding tissue, and could be numerically calculated. A representative image is displayed in [Figure S2](#SD2-ijn-8-3603){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, and arrows pointing to the small red-orange dots indicate the position of sample particles within the tissue. To ensure that the particles could be distinguished from the tissue, hyperspectral mapping was used to filter out the tissue while leaving nanoparticles.[@b48-ijn-8-3603] Spectral libraries, as shown in [Figure S3](#SD3-ijn-8-3603){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, were used to locate nanoparticles within the 3D cell culture. Individual nanoparticles were identified and accumulation within various spheroid regions was calculated.

Particle uptake and penetration from the periphery of the tumor spheroids into interior regions was analyzed via counts obtained from the hyperspectral dark-field images ([Figure 6](#f6-ijn-8-3603){ref-type="fig"}). In agreement with the silver staining measurements, the two layer silica gold nanoshells in the HEPG2 tumors and the three layer citrate gold nanoparticles in the A549 tumors had the best performance in terms of higher uptake and uniform distribution, while both of these particle types behaved similarly in the S2VP10 tissue with lower uptake and steeper diffusion gradients. The three layer particles showed slightly higher uptake into S2VP10 tissue, which could be due to the morphology of these tumors resembling a cluster of grapes, as well as other cancer-specific interactions with the HDL. Generally, the PEGylated particles exhibited lower uptake and poorer penetration.

Comparing the gold nanoshell results across cancer types, the two layer nanoshells exhibited an average 50% higher uptake compared to the three layer nanoshells. Citrate gold nanoparticles had approximately 30% more penetration at the tumor periphery compared to the gold nanoshells, but this was mostly due to the larger size of the nanoshells, which are three times the size of the citrate gold particles.

Discussion
==========

We developed two and three layer nanoshells to compare the penetration and diffusion capabilities of these particles against PEGylated AuroShells™ in 3D cell cultures.[@b49-ijn-8-3603] To this end we used PC, which has previously been employed as a passivating agent for gold nanorods significantly reducing their cytotoxicity.[@b50-ijn-8-3603] In addition, PC is the most abundant phospholipid within the body and can be found in all cell membranes, and is thus expected to be less immunogenic.

In order to form a layer of PC around the gold nanoshells, a hydrophobic layer must also be created. Thiol groups exhibit strong binding to gold, and can be used to displace other stabilizing ligands and adsorbed molecules to stabilize the particles. An alkanethiol possesses optimal qualities for this purpose; the hydrophobic carbon chains will interact with the fatty acids of the PC to form a properly oriented layer. Here, we theorized that such a two layer approach would yield better biocompatibility and thus improved penetration into under-vascularized tumor regions when compared to PEGylated particles. With the two layer method, a hydrophobic region is created between the PC and alkanethiol, which could potentially hold hydrophobic drugs to produce a more potent therapeutic agent. Further, NIR-absorbing gold nanoshells have proven effective at reducing cell viability significantly in solid tumors due to hyperthermia when treated with laser radiation.[@b38-ijn-8-3603],[@b51-ijn-8-3603]

We find that modifying gold nanoshells with an alkanethiol and phosphatidylcholine creates a viable two layer nanoparticle platform that consistently outperforms the current standard, PEGylated nanoparticles, when measuring particle accumulation in 3D cell cultures. As such, two layer nanoshells should be further considered for potential photothermal and targeted drug delivery therapies. The addition of the phosphatidylcholine layer makes the nanoparticles similar to liposomes, which have been previously used for enhanced delivery of gold nanoparticles.[@b52-ijn-8-3603] We hypothesize that the phospholipid similarities increased cellular uptake of these nanoparticles as compared to PEGylated nanoparticles. We also developed a three layer system; experimental evidence suggests that HDL uptake in hepatocytes is upregulated in liver cancers.[@b53-ijn-8-3603] Adding a layer of HDL around the two layer particles could potentially allow the particles to penetrate deeper into liver cancers as the surface modifications make uptake by the hepatocytes more likely rather than just relying on the EPR effect for passive targeting. The enhanced uptake of HDL in pancreatic and liver cancer suggests increased cellular uptake of HDL-coated nanoparticles.[@b54-ijn-8-3603],[@b55-ijn-8-3603] Surface charge has a large effect on how nanoparticles will react in vivo. PEGylated nanoparticles were expected to exhibit slightly negative values similar to those found in literature. Two layer nanoparticles with phosphatidylcholine were expected to exhibit highly negative zeta potentials from −15--40 mV due to the negative choline head group, while the neutral surface charge of HDL would yield particles with neutral surface charges.[@b56-ijn-8-3603] These expectations were confirmed as shown in [Figure 2](#f2-ijn-8-3603){ref-type="fig"}.

FTIR confirmed the identity of the nanoparticles by revealing the presence of various bands. For HDL, bands associated with lipid esters (\~1700--1800 cm^--1^) and two distinct amide stretches (\~1500--1700 cm^--1^) were expected along with characteristics from the FTIR of phosphatidylcholine (due to the layering process of nanoparticles).[@b57-ijn-8-3603] PC coated nanoparticles were expected to have a large peak associated with --CH~2~ and --CH~3~ groups (\~3000 cm^--1^) along with phosphate group vibrations \~900 cm^--1.58,59^ PEGylated nanoparticles were expected to exhibit decreased --CH~2~, --CH~3~, and --CH out of plane bending intensities. These particles were also expected to exhibit a PEG ether stretch C--O--C \~1050--1100 cm^--1^ with the corresponding vibration band \~1342--1353 cm^--1.42,60^ The bands of the two and three layer nanoparticles were stronger than the PEGylated nanoparticles.

The penetration and diffusion capabilities of two layer and three layer citrate-gold nanoparticles into 3D cell cultures was also analyzed, although the application of these particles in cancer therapy is limited compared to silica-core gold nanoshells. Citrate gold nanoparticles are much smaller than nanoshells and do not possess tunable optical properties; they also lack absorption in the NIR range and thus cannot be used for photothermal ablation therapy.

This study focused on evaluating the uptake and distribution of nanoparticles within avascular/hypoxic regions of solid tumors at varying depths of penetration using 3D cell cultures as an in vitro model of avascular tumor tissue. By quantifying the amount of particles within specific regions of tissue, the diffusion of particles can be analyzed and this information combined with mathematical modeling to better understand effectiveness of these particles for cancer treatment. The results could then be utilized to calibrate computational simulations to elucidate the complex dynamics of particles and drug molecules within solid tumors.[@b11-ijn-8-3603],[@b14-ijn-8-3603],[@b15-ijn-8-3603],[@b61-ijn-8-3603] The work here represents an initial step to assess the performance of two and three layered nanoparticles in penetrating avascular tissue. We note that 3D cell culture is a rudimentary model of avascular tumor tissue; also, the reticuloendothelial system (RES) and other systemic factors may significantly affect nanoparticle performance in vivo.

This study can be continued by examining the efficacy of the two layer nanoshell system in photothermal applications and determining its benefits compared to PEGylated nanoshells. In addition, work is currently in progress to investigate the potential for embedding drugs into the layers of the two layer nanoshell for chemotherapeutic delivery. A more interesting approach would be to combine the photothermal treatments with drug delivery. A system could potentially be designed that would release its drug payload once the particle has been excited through NIR energy, disrupting the layers on the nanoshell. These steps would provide a logical progression towards developing more efficacious systems for targeted cancer therapy.

Supplementary materials
=======================

###### 

Nanoparticle detection in 3D cell cultures through silver staining.

**Notes:** ROI intensities were measured for both unstained and stained tissue sections; darker regions denote an increase in ROI intensity. (**A**) 20× image of a549 3D cell culture before and (**B**) after silver staining. (**C**) 20× image of HEPG2 3D cell culture before and (**D**) after silver staining.

**Abbreviations:** 3D, three dimensional; ROI, region of interest.

###### 

Detection of nanoparticles within 3D cell cultures using dark field microscopy.

**Notes:** Nanoparticle uptake was determined using the CytoViva setup with a dark field microscope to visualize the nanoparticles, and with hyperspectral imaging to confirm particle identity. (**A**) 60× image showing increased particle concentration around periphery of HEPG2 3D cell culture with decreasing particle numbers towards the interior. (**B**) 100× image of a549 3D cell culture showing the particles (arrows) distributed throughout the tissue.

**Abbreviation:** 3D, three dimensional.

###### 

Hyperspectral imaging of nanoparticles using cytoViva hyperspectral imaging system.

**Notes:** Nanoparticles in solution were placed on slide for analysis using hyperspectral imaging. Individual particles could be identified using this technique. For further analysis of the particles, individual spectra are presented for the PEGylated, and two and three layer nanoparticles. Spectra differences are associated with varying surface modifications.

**Abbreviations:** CGN, citrate gold Nanoparticle; NS, nanoshell; PC, phosphatidylcholine; PEG, poly(ethylene)glycol; SGN, silica gold Nanoshell; TL, thiol; LP, lipoprotein.
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![Illustration of functionalized silica gold nanoshells and citrate gold nanoparticles.\
**Notes:** Six types of nanoparticles were developed including citrate gold particles and silica gold nanoshells. Particles were modified to form PEGylated, two layer, and three layer particles.\
**Abbreviations:** PEG, poly(ethylene)glycol; Au, gold; HDL, high-density lipoprotein.](ijn-8-3603Fig1){#f1-ijn-8-3603}

![Characterization of citrate gold nanoparticles and silica gold nanoshells by UV-visible spectrometry and zeta potential analysis.\
**Notes:** Wavelengths for each particle are presented with PEGylated particles, two layer, and three layer. (**A**) Spectrum of citrate gold nanoparticles indicates a maximum absorption ranging from \~533--541 nm. (**B**) Spectrum of silica gold nanoshells suggests a maximum absorption at \~820--860 nm. For verification of surface modifications, zeta potential analysis is shown below the spectra as an indication of surface charge. (**C**) PEGylated citrate gold nanoparticles had a zeta potential of −9 mV, two layer citrate gold nanoparticles had −20 mV, and three layer citrate gold nanoparticles had −2 mV. (**D**) A zeta potential of −18 mV was found for PEGylated silica gold nanoshells, for two layer silica gold nanoshells it was −29 mV, and for three layer nanoshells it was −6.8 mV.\
**Abbreviations:** PEG, poly(ethylene)glycol; UV-Vis, ultraviolet-visible; TL, thiol; LP, lipoprotein. PC, phosphatidylcholine.](ijn-8-3603Fig2){#f2-ijn-8-3603}

![Determination of surface functionalizing using FTIR.\
**Notes:** From bottom to top: PEGylation, two layer containing dodecanethiol and phosphatidylcholine, and three layer containing dodecathiol, phosphatidylcholine and HDL. PEGylated nanoparticles exhibited C--O--C stretch of the PEG ether \~ 1050 cm^−1^ and vibration \~ 1350 cm^−1^, along with --CH~2~ and −CH~3~ bending vibrations around \~1450 cm^−1^. Two layer nanoparticles with an outer layer of phosphatidylcholine exhibited PO~4~^3−^ group vibrations between \~820--1000 cm^−1^, C--O--C stretch \~1100 cm^−1^, with the largest band corresponding to the asymmetric and symmetric --CH~2~ (2880 cm^−1^) and --CH~3~ (2950 cm^−1^) stretch and vibration, respectively. For HDL coated nanoparticles, the asymmetric and symmetric --CH~2~ (2880 cm^−1^) and --CH~3~ (2950 cm^−1^) stretch and vibration are still shown along with C=O from the lipid ester \~1750 cm^−1^, amide bonds between 1600--1700 cm^−1^, and a phospholipid P=O~2~ stretch \~1250 cm^−1^.\
**Abbreviations:** FTIR, Fourier transform infrared; HDL, high density lipoprotein; PEG, poly(ethylene)glycol.](ijn-8-3603Fig3){#f3-ijn-8-3603}

![Scanning electron images of functionalized citrate gold nanoparticles and silica gold nanoshells.\
**Notes:** Silica gold nanoshells exhibit a particle size \~150--170 nm in diameter. Citrate gold nanoparticles with an average diameter of \~50 nm were much smaller than nanoshells, and appeared to form polydispersed clusters, with the two and three layer citrate gold particles being approximately the same size.\
**Abbreviations:** SGN, Silica Gold Nanoshell; CGN, Citrate Gold Nanoparticle; PEG, poly(ethylene)glycol; TL, thiol; LP, lipoprotein. PC, phosphatidylcholine.](ijn-8-3603Fig4){#f4-ijn-8-3603}

![Accumulation of citrate gold nanoparticles and silica gold nanoshells in three dimensional cancer cell cultures as measured by silver enhancement staining.\
**Notes:** ROI intensity measurements were taken at the periphery (black bars) and in center regions (grey bars) of HEPG2 (liver), A549 (non-small cell lung cancer), and S2VP10 (pancreatic) 3D cell cultures. Exposure to the various types of silica gold nanoshells and citrate gold nanoparticles generally exhibited equal or increased amounts of particles on the spheroid periphery as compared to the interior. All error bars represent standard deviation from at least n=3 measurements; asterisk indicates statistical significance (*p*\<0.05) determined by Student's *t*-test with α=0.05.\
**Abbreviations:** 3D, three dimensional; CAU, citrate gold; LP, lipoprotein; NS, nanoshell; PC, phosphatidylcholine; PEG, poly(ethylene)glycol; ROI, region of interest; TL, thiol.](ijn-8-3603Fig5){#f5-ijn-8-3603}

![Nanoparticle penetration and distribution in 3D cell cultures as measured by dark field microscopy.\
**Notes:** Diamonds and dotted line: PEGylated; Squares and dashed/dotted line: two layer; Triangles and dashed line: three layer. Particle uptake was quantified for citrate gold nanoparticles (left) and silica gold nanoshells (right) for HEPG2 (liver), A549 (non small cell lung cancer), and S2VP10 (pancreatic) 3D cell cultures as a function of distance from the spheroid periphery. The two layer silica gold nanoshells in the HEPG2 tumors and the three layer citrate gold nanoparticles in the A549 tumors had the best performance in terms of higher uptake and uniform distribution, while both of these particle types behaved similarly in the S2VP10 tissue with lower uptake and steeper diffusion gradients. Generally, the PEGylated particles exhibited lower uptake and poorer penetration. All error bars represent standard deviation from at least n=3 measurements.\
**Abbreviations:** 3D, three dimensional; PEG, poly(ethylene)glycol.](ijn-8-3603Fig6){#f6-ijn-8-3603}

###### 

Determination of nanoparticle size and wavelength

                           Citrate gold nanoparticles   Silica gold nanoshells                                       
  ------------------------ ---------------------------- ------------------------ ----- ------------- --------------- -----
  PEGylated (PEG)          52.6 (15.4)                  82.81 (13.4)             533   146.2 (9.1)   161.82 (12.2)   820
  Two layer (TL/PC)        47.1 (12.6)                  74.91 (13.3)             540   144.9 (6.5)   155.11 (13.9)   855
  Three layer (TL/PC/LP)   62.8 (14.9)                  85.26 (18.7)             541   158.1 (4.6)   169.41 (11.8)   860

**Notes:** Nanoparticle sizes were determined using SEM and DLS for comparison. Max absorptions from UV-visible spectroscopy are also shown.

**Abbreviations:** DLS, dynamic light scattering; SEM, scanning electron microscope; UV, ultraviolet; TL, thiol; LP, lipoprotein. PC, phosphatidylcholine; PEG, poly(ethylene)glycol.
